The unofficial Eurocon 2007 newsletter
Sunday edition
Saturday’s programme, the very
condensed version:

Eurocon board stops alien invasion
Was it the Martians?

Cheryl Morgan / reviewer’s
panel / on bad reviews:
The fans
usually gets
real upset.

Saturday night at the con:
The Russian party:

With the help of the scientists at the con they
constructed this spacecraft magnet, and
caught the invaders:

The very fast interview / Żiković:
What are they drinking?

It’s one of the
best conventions
I ever attended.
Q: Why do you
go to science fiction conventions
when you are
not a science fiction writer?
Z: They keep inviting me.
The very fast interview / Ralan:
(About the
con): This is a
big job you
took on, and I
think you’re
doing a pretty
good job.

But what is this? Another spacecraft made of
non-magnetic materials:

Free vodka! (very good, by the
way). But what is this noise from
the ground floor?

Q: Tell me about your book?
R: It’s about a little lady with a
genetic disorder. She’s very
small, she’s very thin and she
looks much older than her age.
Q: That is the best thing about
this convention?
R: The different countries represented. It’s amazing that there are
people here from everywhere.
And they even have agents at the banquet tryThe very fast interview /
ing to poison Stephen Baxter, Earth’s leading
Jonathan Cowie:
alien invasion expert, with bad beer:
(Why do I keep forgetting to get
his picture?)
Q: What do you think about this
convention?
C: The best film program at a
Eurocon, apart from 1984 maybe,
.
I have ever seen. And the science
program was good, but it was a
shame that the scientists were
imported in, and there weren’t
many fan scientists who were
speaking. And it was good to see
McCaffrey and Baxter.

Oh, the band. But why has someone from the star ship Enterprise
beamed down to help them? We
may never know, for I had to go
home do my newsletter.

